MALE CHIRON TO FEMALE PLANETS
November, 2012
Gator Steven
My assignment of Male Chiron to the Female planets was surprising that there were so few major aspects. One of the
higher Chi Square outcomes is the trine of the Male Chiron to the Female Chiron. The trine being supportive and
accepting, the male wounded healer to the females.

MALE MARS TO FEMALE CHARTS
10-15-2012
Gator StevenMy assignment to investigate the Male Mars to the Female Planets surprised me. I found no major only
minor aspects

FEMALE MERCURY TO MALE PLANETS
10-15-2012
Gator Steven
Mercury is said to rule our communication and thinking. The most often aspect is Mercury trine to the Male Sun.
Communication the their male partner is obviously very important. Also important is the fourth house cusp, the home and
family. Interesting to me is the higher seldom, or less frequently occurring, is Mercury to the man’s Neptune, the planet of
illusion and confusion.

MALE VERTEX TO FEMALE PLANETS
ASTRO-INVESTIGATOR DIANE -- 11/14/2012
The vertex is the intersection of the prime vertical with the ecliptic in the west. The application of this point to astrological
work was first proposed by the work of L. Edward Johndro in collaboration with Charles Jayne. Jayne felt this point was
fated, much like the Lunar Nodes, and that it represented matters beyond our control. The vertex is located on the turning
point of the chart, located in the 5th through the 8th houses. Therefore, just as the vertex represents a turning point in the
chart, it represents a turning point in the life of the native. Also known as the “Gate of Destiny” because of this point’s
close association with meeting people. When you come to this gate, your life will be affected in a deep and transforming
way. How do we arrive at this gate? By aspect of course ! In synastry, we look to the personal planets plus the Ascendant
and Midheaven to have a conjunction with the vertex of the partner. I expanded on this to make certain nothing would be
overlooked. I added Jupiter and Saturn to the planets, and all the Ptolemaic aspects plus the semi-sextile and the
quincunx. The male Vertex trine the female Venus returned strong results, as did the man’s Vertex quincunx the woman’s
Sun. The trine to Venus makes perfect sense, the male would see her as his “gateway” to all that Venus has to offer. The
quincunx to her Sun would be the subject of many interesting coffee table conversations. Also of great interest are the
sextiles and trines to the angles. I had expected involvement at the ASC and the MC, in accordance with accepted
astrological teachings, but it was the ASC and the DS that produced the greatest result.

Female Venus in Relation to Male Planets
by Gator Pamela Kokott
11/14/2012
This includes planets and ASC, MID and DSC in the chart of the Male. Please note in regards to Venus, I did not expect
to see Venus making a conjunction to Uranus and the research for a Female Venus proves this to be the case.
When looking at the Major aspects:






Female Venus square the Male Jupiter
Female Venus opposing Male Uranus (1st/7th house needs to be researched further)
Female Venus sextile Male Moon
Female Venus Conjunct the ascendant of the male
Female Venus Opposing the Descendant of the male

This part of the research warrants a deeper look into aspects between the ascendant/ descendant with Venus. The
conjunction and opposition over the 1st and 7th house cusp with Venus may be an important link for marriage partners.
Surprise aspect: Female Venus Square Male Mars happened often

Minor Aspects that happen the most




Female Venus Semi-Square Male Mercury
Female Venus Semi-Sextile Male Saturn
Female Venus Sesquiquadrat Male Saturn

FEMALE MARS TO MALE CHARTS
12/11/2012 – Astro Investigator Franco
My portion of our analyses was to examine the connection from the female’s Ascendant to the male’s planets (N.B. male
planets are noted as NATAL). The highest occurring aspect can be expected as the woman’s ascendant is conjunct the
man’s Neptune which would be that draw of romance. The other two aspect that follow as occurring often are the
woman’s Ascendant semi-squaring both Mars and Pluto. This would seem to be some women’s draw to the bad boy
characteristics.
A woman’s Mars opposite a man’s Venus comes in second where the draw could be the draw of the opposite sex. This is
followed by the Mars to the Man’s moon connections where her sex appeal connects to what he desires either by
connection or the thrill of the chase. These are followed by the Jupiter opposition with a Chi Square of 86.6.

Mercury aspects in relationship charts
by Gator Guy Matarasso
24 October 2012
My assignment was to check the male Mercury aspects to the female planets. Mercury rules communication in general,
and the way we think and communicate in specific. I think that communication is the most important element in any
relationship. If a couple can’t talk and understand one another - they are doomed to failure in their relationship. It will
never last long no matter how much they love or have physical attractions to each other. We can see from my
assignment that Mercury has a lot of impact! Most of the charts came up with the male Mercury sextile the female
planets. When you examine relationship charts - look for Mercury aspects!

Minor aspects by ChiSqr
Minor Aspects by Stat

Men’s Moons to Women’s Planets
10/29/12 Gator Charlie Edgarton
In Astrology, a person’s Sun represents their identity, life’s purpose and conscious mind. The Moon (that which reflects
the sun’s light) represents a person’s personality, habits, needs and their unconscious senses and feelings. Thus the
Moon is more representative of the more female side of a person, Jung’s anima, and the Sun, the more male side, Jung’s
animus. We all have both inside of us.
To analyze the Male Moon’s preponderance of connections to all of his mate’s planets, and thus all of hers to his Moon
only, is, therefore, an exercise in how women relate to the reflective, unconscious side of their men.
The most predominant aspect was a square from the women’s Mars. Square is tension and Mars is really the animus (not
the Sun), suggesting a curious, stressful need for engagement / involvement between the male energy inside many
women and the female energy inside their men.
T
he next two most often occurring aspects were conjunctions (con joining) of the Male Moon to the Female Moon and to
the Female Sun; and then after that, sextiles (ease of flow of energy) between the two Moons. This only makes sense, as
the Sun and the Moon are the two most important planets in a person’s chart.
The three aspects which reflect a preponderance against certain connections were male Moon : trine female Midheaven,
conjunct female Venus and trine female Moon, suggesting again that, underneath it all there seems to be a need for
tension and not a need for too much ease of pleasant interaction.

The Female Vertex to the Male Planets
Gator Franco 10/23/12
My assignment was to examine the connections between the females Vertex and the male’s planets. The Vertex is to
some a point of “Karmic” or “Fated” connection. It would be prudent to examine the connection between the charts. The
Vertex is not a planet and it is a point where the ecliptic crosses the vertical access and is found between the 5th and 8th
house.
The connection to planets expected would be the Sun and Moon or Venus. The Sun is probably the most likely with
Vertex conjunct and trine the Sun ranking at 1 and 6 respectively. The Sun conjunct the Vertex has almost a 100%
chance of leading to marriage. The next are minor aspects (45° and 30°) and an opposition of Chiron. Now Jupiter (judge
and religion) is interestingly involved with the Conjunction and the 30° semi-sextile.

FEMALE CHIRON TO MALE PLANETS
10/23/2012 ASTROIVESTIGATOR DIANE
Chiron the Wounded Healer, immortal son of Saturn, who sacrificed his immortality to free Prometheus from his chains;
Chiron the mighty Centaur, musician, philosopher and poet. Chiron was the teacher and mentor of Hercules, whose

poisoned arrow caused the wound that Chiron bore that would not heal. But we must take note ! Chiron was the one who
taught Hercules how to make these poisoned arrows, and it was Chiron himself who dropped it on his own foot. Hence
this wound is self-inflicted. Ironically, Chiron could not heal his own wound, yet he was known to heal the wounds of
others through natural and homeopathic methods. Ultimately, Chiron gave up his immortal status to free the Titan
Prometheus, so that he could end his own suffering from the wound that would not heal. Astrologers have taken up the
tale of Chiron and associated it with Object Kowal, a small planetoid, or run away comet that orbits between Saturn and
Uranus. Astrology teaches us that were we find Chiron in the chart is the place where you will find suffering on a karmic
level. Wounds that will not heal. In relationships, you seek a partner that may act as your Chiron, bringing you healing.
That being said, we must remember that Chiron ultimately healed himself though personal sacrifice for another. So how
exactly does this fit into relationship astrology? Do we seek a healer? Or do we choose someone that we may make the
ultimate sacrifice for? In the research, we start with aspects made by the Female Chiron, to the male’s planets. We quickly
find that there is no strong statistical indication that Chiron is involved with whom we are attracted to enough to enter in
marriage when looking at the major aspects. In deference to the teachings of the Magi, I have also run all of the minor
aspects, and the results were so much stronger, especially when looking at the Sun and Moon. We must consider
however, that Chiron has a very unusual orbit, taking about 50 years to make the rounds of the zodiac. The time spent in
each sign varies greatly because of the elliptical motion. I would like to expand this research at one point to take a look at
marriages that were entered into after the Chiron return in the natal chart. The reason for my curiosity is that perhaps
once we have this Chiron return, we may be more focused on the giving and receiving of healing in our lives, and our
spirituality, than we would be when we are in our twenties, when most of our first marriages occur.

MAJOR ASPECTS PLUS SEMI-SEXTILE AND QUINCUNX

MINOR ASPECTS

MALE VENUS TO FEMALE PLANETS
10/10/2012 – ASTRO INVESTIGATOR DIANE
One of the highest ranked works of non-fiction in the 1990’s was relationship counselor John Gray’s work, Men are from
Mars, Women are from Venus. The basic gist of his work focused on the ways men and women use their inborn energies

in totally different ways. John used the analogy of the lore and legend surrounding the planets Venus and Mars to
illustrate these differences. This is something that we as astrologers have known down through the ages ! This planetary
pair stands in natural opposition in the zodiac, with Mars ruling the Ascendant, and Venus the Descendant. Venus in the
chart shows us what we need, and is the modulator of what turns our minds on in relationships. Mars shows us how we
go about obtaining those needs, and Mars controls what turns on the physical side of our natures. The results from our
research show us from the start that the old adage, “opposites attract” is true. The opposition between the Male Venus
and the Female Mars returned the positive result we would expect. This finding also supports Franco’s research, which
took a look at this planetary pair from the perspective of the Woman’s Venus. The sextile and the semi-sextile also
produced a strong result.

FEMALE MARS TO MALE CHARTS
10/10/2012 – Astro Investigator Franco
My portion of our analyses was to examine the connection from the female’s Mars to the male’s planets (N.B. male
planets are noted as NATAL). The highest occurring aspect ended up being a surprise to me and it would to most of you:
a female Mars quincunx to the male Neptune with a probability of 99%. Could it be that men secret want a strong warrior
woman but have difficulty with the reality or is it there is a sexual fantasy that they playing out.
A woman’s Mars opposite a man’s Venus comes in second where the draw could be the draw of the opposite sex. This is
followed by the Mars to the Man’s moon connections where her sex appeal connects to what he desires either by
connection or the thrill of the chase.

FEMALE MOON TO MALE CHARTS
9/22/2012 – Astro Investigator Franco

My portion of our analyses was to examine the connection from the female’s Moon to the male’s planets (N.B. male
planets are noted as NATAL). The highest occurrence was what most people would consider good connections in
synnastry. As one can see from the female Moon conjuncting the male Moon occurred with the most probability. A sextile
between the Moon’s follows a bit later on in 7th place. The next highest was the female Moon sextiling the male Sun. The
chase of romance signified by the female Moon to the male Neptune ranks 3rd followed by the desire of stability in a trine
to Saturn.

MALE ASCENDANT TO FEMALE ASCENDANT
9/14/2012 – Astro Investigator Diane
Astrology puts so much importance and emphasis on which sign is rising on the eastern horizon at our birth, we must take
a look at how our ascendant plays a part in our relationships. As we would expect, the sextile and the trine figure most
prominently in the evaluation, returning a high number of incidences in which the male ascendant is making a sextile or
trine to the female ascendant. Our rising sign is the image we project out into the world, this is what makes up what other
people first see in us. For example, mighty Leo is naturally attracted to his fellow members of the fire triplicity, and also the
grace and beauty offered by theaAir signs of Gemini and Libra, with whom he is in sextile. We can also see from this
preliminary research that at least in the case of the ascendant, the old adage of opposites attract does not apply in the
majority of cases !

Male Sun in relation to Female planets
Gator Pamela 09/19/12
My portion of the research focused on the male Sun in relation to female certain planets and points including ASC, MC
and DSC in the chart of the female. If you look at the data below, there is a high probability of finding male Sun trine
female Mercury and male Sun sextile female Saturn. An aspect that is rare in our sample set is male sun opposing female

MC. As for minor aspects that have a high probability, this data suggests:
male Sun sesquiquadrate female Uranus
male Sun semisextile female MC
male Sun semisextile female Pluto.
Hope this is helpful, Pamela Kokott

Man’s Planets to Woman’s Sun
9/6/12 -- Astro Investigator Diane
When evaluating the aspects between a man’s planets and the woman’s Sun, we first see that the soft aspects
(conjunction, sextile, and trine) returned the greatest results, just as we would expect in a marriage chart. One of the more
interesting results we see is the conjunction of the man’s Moon to the female Sun. Just as this aspect represents the New
Moon in astrology, could this aspect herald the new relationship between the partners? It will be fascinating to see the
importance of the Moon/Sun aspects as we move forward with our marriage research.

